In this paper, we study geometric properties of basins of attraction of monotone systems. Our results are based on a combination of monotone systems theory and spectral operator theory. We exploit the framework of the Koopman operator, which provides a linear infinitedimensional description of nonlinear dynamical systems and spectral operator-theoretic notions such as eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The sublevel sets of the dominant eigenfunction form a family of nested forward-invariant sets and the basin of attraction is the largest of these sets. The boundaries of these sets, called isostables, allow studying temporal properties of the system. Our first observation is that the dominant eigenfunction is increasing in every variable in the case of monotone systems. This is a strong geometric property which simplifies the computation of isostables. We also show how variations in basins of attraction can be bounded under parametric uncertainty in the vector field of monotone systems. Finally, we study the properties of the parameter set for which a monotone system is multistable. Our results are illustrated on several systems of two to four dimensions.
nonlinear setting, positive systems have a couple of generalizations, one of which is the class of cooperative monotone systems (see e.g. [9] ). Similarly to the linear case, cooperative monotone systems generate trajectories (or flows) which are increasing functions in every argument with respect to the initial state and for every time. With a slight abuse of terminology, we will refer to cooperative monotone systems simply as monotone. Over the years, there were a number of developments in monotone systems theory [10] , [11] as well as applications such as finance [12] , energy networks [13] , ventilation systems [14] , biology [15] [16] [17] , etc.
The Koopman operator (see e.g. [18] ) provides a framework that allows to define and study spectral properties of dynamical systems in the basins of attraction of their hyperbolic attractors. The operator has eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (i.e., infinite dimensional eigenvectors), which are directly related to the geometric properties of the system. For instance, the level sets of the dominant eigenfunction (that is, the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue with the maximal real part) are called isostables [19] and contain the initial conditions of trajectories that converge synchronously toward the fixed point. In addition, the interior of the sublevel set at infinity is the basin of attraction of the fixed point. Hence, isostables serve as a convenient refinement of the basins of attraction and add further details to the geometric description of the system.
In [9] , it was mentioned that the flow of a monotone system can be seen as a positive operator. Hence, the authors argued that an operator version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem, which is called the Krein-Rutman theorem, can be applied. However, the investigation into spectral properties of these operators lacked, probably since spectral theory of such operators was not well developed. This gap can be filled by the Koopman operator framework, which may pave the way to formulate a version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem for monotone systems admitting a stable hyperbolic fixed point.
In this paper, we first provide a spectral characterization of a so-called maximal Lyapunov function, which is used to compute basins of attraction in [20] . To do so, we use the eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator. In the case of monotone systems, we show that the maximal Lyapunov functions can be constructed with only one eigenfunction under some mild assumptions. We proceed by studying the properties of the isostables, which we connect to the properties of basins of attraction. Basins of attraction have been extensively studied in the case of monotone systems [1] , [21] , [22] . In [23] , we showed that the isostables of monotone systems have properties similar to the boundaries of basins of attraction. In this paper, we expand these arguments using properties of general increas-0018-9286 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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ing functions and order-convexity. Order-convexity is a strong geometric property that is well suited to describe the behavior of monotone systems. We proceed by studying systems with two asymptotically stable fixed points (i.e., bistable systems). We consider a class of bistable (not necessarily monotone) systems, whose vector fields can be bounded from below and above by the vector fields of two bistable monotone systems. For this class of systems, basins of attraction can be estimated using the basins of these monotone bounding systems. We note that the idea of bounding a system with monotone ones is not novel and appears in many works (see e.g., [11] , [24] ). This approach is then extended to estimate basins of attraction of monotone systems under parametric uncertainty. A preliminary study on estimating basins of attraction under parameter uncertainty was performed in [23] , and we generalize it in this paper by providing easy to verify assumptions. Furthermore, we study the properties of the parameter set for which a monotone system is (at least) bistable. We illustrate our theoretical findings with several numerical examples.
Our theoretical results are complemented by a discussion on methods for computing inner and outer estimates on basins of attraction. We cover methods based on linear algebra [25] and sum-of-squares (SOS) programming [26] , [27] , and their relation to the Koopman operator framework. However, in the case of monotone systems, we propose to exploit a different technique. According to the properties of monotone systems, we can build inner and outer approximations of the basin of attraction by computing flows starting from a finite number of points. This allows us to derive data-sampled algorithms. We discuss two conceptually similar algorithms exploiting this idea [23] , [28] .
We also exploit some results and techniques from [29] , which considers the problem of switching between the stable fixed points of a bistable monotone system by using a pulse control signal. In that work, the authors introduced the concept of switching set, which is reminiscent of basins of attraction, but in the space of control parameters. In [30] , the concept of eigenfunctions was extended to the pulse control problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the main properties of the Koopman operator and monotone systems. In Section III, we present the properties of order-convex sets, which provide basic but strong topological tools for monotone systems. In Section IV-A, we discuss spectral properties of monotone systems and build (maximal) Lyapunov functions using eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator. We study geometric properties and investigate the behavior of basins of attraction of monotone systems under parameter variations in Sections IV-B and IV-C, respectively. We discuss methods to compute isostables and basins of attraction in Section V. We provide numerical examples in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, we consider parameter-dependent systems of the formẋ
with f : D × P → R n , D ⊂ R n , and P ⊂ R m for some integers n and m. We define the flow map φ f : R × D × P → R n , where φ f (t, x 0 , p) is a solution to the system (1) with the initial condition x 0 and the parameter p. We assume that f (x, p) is continuous in (x, p) on D × P and twice continuously differentiable in x for every fixed p, unless it is stated otherwise. We denote the Jacobian matrix of f (x, p) as J(x, p) for every p. When we consider systems which do not depend on parameters, we will simply omit the notation p (e.g., f (x), J(x)). If x * is a stable fixed point of f (x), we assume that the eigenvectors of J(x * ) are linearly independent (i.e., J(x * ) is diagonalizable). We denote the eigenvalues of J(x * ) by λ i for i = 1, . . . , k and assume that they have multiplicities μ i , such that k i=1 μ i = n.
A. Koopman Operator
We limit our study of the Koopman operator to a basin of attraction B(x * ) of an attractive fixed point x * .
Definition 1: The basin of attraction B(x * ) of an attractive fixed point x * for the systemẋ = f (x) is the set of initial conditions x, such that the flow φ f (t, x) converges to x * , i.e.,
When the fixed point x * can be understood from the context, we write simply B. We will assume that x * is a stable hyperbolic fixed point, that is, the eigenvalues λ j of the Jacobian matrix J(x * ) are such that (λ j ) < 0 for all j.
Definition 2: The Koopman semigroup of operators associated withẋ = f (x) is defined as
where the functions g : R n → C are called observables, x ∈ B(x * ) and φ f (t, x) is a solution toẋ = f (x). The Koopman semigroup is linear [31] , so that it is natural to study its spectral properties. Consider the system with f ∈ C 2 on the basin of attraction B(x * ) of a stable hyperbolic fixed point. We define the Koopman eigenfunctions as a nontrivial function s j satisfying U t s(x) = s(φ f (t, x)) = s(x) e λt , where e λt belongs to the point spectrum of U t and we refer to such λ ∈ C as Koopman eigenvalues. In particular, the eigenvalues λ j of the Jacobian matrix J(x * ) are Koopman eigenvalues under the assumptions above. Furthermore, it can be shown that there exist n eigenfunctions s j ∈ C 1 (B) associated with eigenvalues λ j (see e.g. [25] ), and
If f is analytic and if the eigenvalues λ j are simple (i.e., μ j = 1 for all j), then the flow of the system can be expressed (at least locally) through the following expansion (cf. [19] ):
where N 0 is the set of nonnegative integers, v j are the right eigenvectors of J(x * ) corresponding to λ j , the vectors v k 1 ,...,k n are the so-called Koopman modes (see [25] , [31] for more details). We also note that it is implicitly assumed in (4) that v T i ∇s j (x * ) = 0 for all i = j and v T i ∇s i (x * ) = 1. In the case of a linear systemẋ = Ax, where the matrix A has the left eigenvectors w i , the eigenfunctions s i (x) are equal to w T i x and the expansion (4) has only the finite sum (i.e., v k 1 ,...,k n = 0). A similar (but lengthy) expansion can be obtained if the eigenvalues λ j are not simple and have linearly dependent eigenvectors (see e.g., [32] ).
Let λ j be such that 0 > (λ 1 ) > (λ j ), j = 1, then the eigenfunction s 1 , which we call dominant, can be computed using the so-called Laplace average [19] :
For all g ∈ C 1 that satisfy g(x * ) = 0 and v T 1 ∇g(x * ) = 0, the Laplace average g * λ 1 is equal to s 1 up to a multiplication with a scalar. Note that we do not require the knowledge of B(x * ) in order to compute s 1 , since the limit in (5) does not converge to a finite value for x ∈ B(x * ). The eigenfunctions s j with j ≥ 2 (nondominant eigenfunctions) are generally harder to compute and are not considered in this study.
The eigenfunction s 1 captures the asymptotic behavior of the system. In order to support this statement, we consider the following definition.
In the case of a linear systemẋ = Ax, the isostables are the level sets of |s 1 (x)| = |w T 1 x|, where w 1 is the left eigenvector of A associated with the dominant eigenvalue λ 1 . If λ 1 is real, then s 1 is real and we will use the following notation ∂ + B α = {x ∈ B|s 1 (x) = α}, ∂ − B α = {x ∈ B|s 1 (x) = −α} for α ≥ 0. Furthermore, when λ 1 is real and simple, it follows from (4) that the trajectories starting from the isostable ∂B α share the same asymptotic evolution φ f (t, x) → x * + v 1 αe λ 1 t with t → ∞. This implies that the isostables contain the initial conditions of trajectories that converge synchronously toward the fixed point. In particular, trajectories starting from the same isostable ∂B α 1 reach other isostables ∂B α 2 (with α 2 < α 1 ) after a time T = ln (α 1 /α 2 ) /| (λ 1 )|. If λ 1 is not simple, then the isostables are not unique. However, we will choose specific isostables in the case of monotone systems (see Section IV).
It can be shown that B α = B as α → ∞, so that we will also use the notations B ∞ and ∂B ∞ to denote the basin of attraction and its boundary, respectively. More information about the isostables and their general definition using the flows of the system can be found in [19] .
Using the same tools as in [25] , it can be shown (provided that the eigenvectors of J(x * ) are linearly independent) that the function W β (x) = ( n i=1 β i |s i (x)| p ) 1/p , with p ≥ 1 and β i > 0, is a Lyapunov function, that is,
The properties W β (x * ) = 0 and W β (x) > 0 for x = x * stem from the fact that the zero level sets of s i 's intersect only in the fixed point (see [25] ). On the other hand, one can show thatẆ β ≤ − {λ 1 } x p by direct computation and definition of s i 's. In [25] , it was also discussed that W β can be used to estimate a basin of attraction of the system if all s i can be computed, since the function becomes infinite on the boundary ∂B of the basin of attraction. This property is reminiscent of the definition of the maximal Lyapunov function [20] .
Definition 4: A function V m : R n → R ∪ {+∞} is called a maximal Lyapunov function for the systemẋ = f (x) admitting an asymptotically stable fixed point x * with a basin of
is negative definite for all x ∈ B\x * . In particular, it is straightforward to show that
is a maximal Lyapunov function and V ∈ C 1 (B) provided that the fixed point x * is stable and hyperbolic, and f ∈ C 2 (B).
B. Partial Orders and Monotone Systems
We define a partial order as follows: x y if and only if x − y ∈ R n ≥0 . In other words, x y means that x is larger or equal to y entrywise. We write x y if the relation x y does not hold. We will also write x y if x y and x = y, and x y if x − y ∈ R n > 0 . Note that cones K more general than R n > 0 can also be used to define partial orders [33] , but unless stated otherwise we will consider K = R n ≥0 . Systems whose flows preserve a partial order relation are called monotone systems.
Definition 5: The system is monotone on D × P if φ f (t, x, p) φ f (t, y, q) for all t ≥ 0 and for all x y, p q, where x, y ∈ D, p, q ∈ P. The system is strongly monotone on D × P, if it is monotone and if φ f (t, x, p) φ f (t, y, q) holds for all t > 0 provided that x y, p q, and either x ≺ y or p ≺ q holds, where x, y ∈ D and p, q ∈ P.
A certificate for monotonicity is given by the Kamke-Müller conditions (see e.g [33] ). The certificate amounts to checking the sign pattern of the matrices ∂f (x, p)/∂x and ∂f (x, p)/∂p. We will also consider the comparison principle [9] , which is typically used to extend some properties of monotone systems to a class of nonmonotone ones.
Proposition 1: Consider the dynamical systemsẋ = f (x) andẋ = g(x). Let one of the two systems be monotone on D.
III. INCREASING FUNCTIONS AND ORDER-CONVEX SETS
Our subsequent derivations are based on the properties of the increasing functions in R n , which were studied in the context of partial orders, for example, in [34] .
Definition 6: We call the set dom(g) = {x ∈ R n ||g(x)| < ∞} the effective domain of a function g. A function g :
for all x z and x, z ∈ dom(g).
In this section, we study the properties of the sublevel sets A α = {x ∈ R n ||g(x)| ≤ α} of increasing functions continuous on their effective domain dom(g). We first introduce a few concepts. Let open and closed intervals induced by the cone
For an order-convex set A, the set of maximal elements ∂ + A (respectively, the set of minimal elements
It follows from the definition that for all y, z ∈ ∂ + A (or y, z ∈ ∂ − A), we cannot have y z or z y. We have the following proposition, which is similar to the results from [35] .
Proof:
1) It follows from their definition that the sets ∂ − A and ∂ + A are the subsets of the boundary ∂A, if they are not empty.
If there exists z ∈ ∂A, such that there exists no x ∈ A with x z or x z, then z itself is the maximal or the minimal element of A. 2) If for some point z in A there does not exist a minimal element x ∈ ∂ − A and a maximal element y ∈ ∂ + A, such that x z y, then z ∈ ∂A and z cannot belong to the interior of A. Hence, for all z ∈ int(A), there exist x ∈ ∂ − A and y ∈ ∂ + A, such that z ∈ [[x, y]], which proves the claim. Now we discuss the connection between order-convex sets and connected sets. Recall that the set A ⊂ R n is called connected if for any two points x, y ∈ A, there exists a path γ(t) (i.e., a continuous curve γ :
The set is called simply connected if it is connected and if every path between x, y ∈ A can be continuously transformed, staying within A, into any other such path while preserving the endpoints. Since a union of sets can be disconnected, Proposition 2 does not imply that order-convex sets are simply connected or even connected. However, order-convex and connected sets are related to sublevel sets A α = {x ∈ R n ||g(x)| ≤ α} of increasing functions.
Proposition 3: Let g : D → R be a continuous function, where D is an open order-convex set. Then 1) the function g is increasing with respect to R n ≥0 , if and only if the sublevel sets A α ⊆ D are order-convex and connected for any α ≥ 0; 2) if D ⊆ R 2 and if the function g is increasing with respect to R 2 ≥0 , then the sets A α ⊆ D are simply connected for any α ≥ 0.
Proof: 1) Sufficiency: Connectivity of A α directly follows from the continuity of g (see e.g. [36, Proposition 1]). Let x, y ∈ A α for some α ≥ 0 and z be such that x z y.
Since D is order-convex, z ∈ D so that the value g(z) is defined and we have that
This implies that the set A α is order-convex. Necessity: Assume that x ≺ y with x, y ∈ D and g(x) > g(y). Consider the different cases:
is treated in the same way as the case (2). It follows that x y implies g(x) ≤ g(y).
2) Consider an arbitrary closed curve η :
Since the curve η is in R 2 we can shrink this curve continuously to a point which belongs to the set A α . Since the curve is an arbitrary closed curve in A α , the set A α is simply connected. Proposition 3 also holds for functions g : R n → R ∪ {−∞, +∞} continuous on their effective domain dom(g). In this case, the function g is increasing if and only if dom(g) and A α are connected and order-convex. It also stands to reason that point 2) may potentially be extended to the case of R n due to the structure of order-convex sets. However, such an extension has proved to be cumbersome, therefore, we leave it outside the scope of this paper.
IV. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF MONOTONE SYSTEMS

A. Spectral Properties and Lyapunov Functions
We first establish the spectral properties of the Koopman operator associated with monotone systems.
Proposition 4: Consider the systemẋ = f (x) with a stable hyperbolic fixed point x * with a basin of attraction B. Assume that (λ 1 ) > (λ j ) for all j ≥ 2. Let v 1 be a right eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix J(x * ) and let s 1 ∈ C 1 (B) be an eigenfunction corresponding to λ 1 (with v T 1 ∇s 1 (x * ) = 1). 1) If the system is monotone on B, then λ 1 is real and negative, and there exist s 1 and v 1 , such that s 1 (x) ≥ s 1 (y) for all x, y ∈ B satisfying x y, and v 1 0; 2) if the system is strongly monotone on B, then λ 1 is simple (i.e., its multiplicity μ 1 = 1), real and negative,
The proof of Proposition 4 is almost identical to the proof of a similar result in [37] , and hence it is omitted. In both cases, the conditions on λ 1 , v 1 , and s 1 are only necessary and not sufficient for monotonicity, which is consistent with the linear case and necessary conditions for positivity. We note that s 1 ∈ C 1 (B), if, for example, f ∈ C 2 . We note that since eigenfunctions define isostables, this proposition plays a crucial role in the derivation of geometric properties of monotone systems. Additionally, a maximal Lyapunov function can be constructed by using s 1 .
Proposition 5: Assume that the systemẋ = f (x) is monotone on the basin of attraction B of a stable hyperbolic fixed point
Moreover, the function V : X → R ≥0 , equal to s 1 on X, can be extended to R n so that this extension is a maximal Lyapunov function.
Proof: It is clear that the set x * + R n ≥0 is forward-invariant for monotone systems. Moreover, according to (3), we have
where λ 1 is real and negative and s 1 (x) is equal to zero only for x = x * on x * + R n ≥0 . Hence, s 1 is a Lyapunov function on X. The second part of the statement is straightforward.
The assumption on ∂B 0 is needed, since for some systems the isostable ∂B 0 can intersect x * + R n ≥0 along one of the axes. For planar systems, this may occur if, for example,
On the other hand, ∂B 0 ∩ x * + R n ≥0 = {x * } if the system is strongly monotone.
B. Geometry of Basins of Attraction and Isostables
In this section, we study the properties of B α , including the limit case α = ∞, where some of the properties of eigenfunctions may not hold longer. First, we recall the following result in monotone systems theory. A proof can be found for example in [29] .
Proposition 6: Let the systemẋ = f (x) be monotone on the basin of attraction B(x * ) of an asymptotically stable fixed point
Let s 1 be an eigenfunction corresponding to λ 1 , which is increasing on B(x * ). Since B(x * ) is order-convex and connected, we can extend s 1 to R n by assigning ∞ on R n \B(x * ). With a slight abuse of notation, we denote the extended function by s 1 as well. In general, for an eigenvalue λ 1 with a multiplicity μ 1 , there exist μ 1 eigenfunctions corresponding to λ 1 . Therefore, without loss of generality, we define the isostables as level sets of an increasing eigenfunction s 1 corresponding to λ 1 .
The role of order-convexity and topology induced by orderintervals has been studied in the literature. Most of the results were shown for the semiflow case (e.g., [1] ). We expand these results to characterize the geometric properties of sublevel sets of the eigenfunction s 1 as follows:
Proposition 7: Let the system (1) have a stable hyperbolic fixed point x * with a domain of attraction B(x * ). If the system is monotone on B(x * ) with s 1 ∈ C 1 (B(x * )), then 1) the set B α ⊆ B(x * ) is order-convex and connected for any nonnegative α including α = ∞; 2) the boundary ∂B α of B α can be split into two manifolds: the set of minimal elements equal to ∂ − B α and the set of maximal elements equal to ∂ + B α . Moreover, the manifolds ∂ − B α , ∂ + B α do not contain points x, y, such that x y for any nonnegative α including α = ∞; 3) if the system is strongly monotone, then the manifolds ∂ − B α , ∂ + B α do not contain points x, y such that x y for any finite nonnegative α. Proof: 1) By Proposition 4, the eigenfunction s 1 is increasing, while its effective domain dom(s 1 ) = B(x * ) is orderconvex by Proposition 6. Hence, the result follows from Proposition 3. 2) We have shown in the first point that the set B α is order-convex for any nonnegative α including +∞. Hence, the first statement follows by Proposition 2. The second statement follows by definition of the set of minimal (maximal) elements and the fact that
y ∈ ∂ − B α , we have that s 1 (x) = s 1 (y), but according to Proposition 4, x y implies that s 1 (x) > s 1 (y). Hence, no such x and y exist. Similarly, the case of ∂ + B α is shown. It is important to note that the boundary ∂B can contain two points x, y, such that x y. But in this case, these points belong to different manifolds ∂ − B α , ∂ + B α .
As we have shown above, some of the geometric properties of B α are preserved in the limiting case α = ∞. However, the third point of Proposition 7 is shown only for the case of a finite α. This is due to the fact that the notion of order-convexity does not fully capture the properties of strictly increasing functions such as the dominant eigenfunction s 1 of a strongly monotone system. We discuss this issue under additional assumptions. We will consider the case of a bistable monotone system, which allows deriving many geometric properties of monotone systems. We make the following assumptions, which we also use in the sequel.
A1. Let the systemẋ = f (x) have two asymptotically stable fixed points in D f , denoted as x * and x • , and let D f = cl(B(x * ) ∪ B(x • )). A2. Let the fixed points be such that x • x * . The following proposition is a direct corollary of the results in [1] , where the basins of attraction of semiflows were studied. We prove it for completeness, in order to discuss how assumptions in [1] translate into our simplified case.
Proposition 8: Let the system satisfy Assumptions A1 and A2 and be strongly monotone on D f . Assume also that for any bounded set A ∈ D f the set O(A) = t≥0 φ(t, A) is bounded. Then, the boundary between the basins B(x * ) and B(x • ) does not contain two points x, y, such that x y.
Proof: This result is a corollary of [1, Theorem 2.2], hence we need to make sure that all assumptions are satisfied. Assumption (A1) in [1] states that the semiflow should be an α-contraction, where α(·) is a Kuratowski measure of noncompactness. Since our flow is in R n , α(B) for any bounded set is equal to zero. The strongly order preserving property and strong monotonicity in our case are equivalent. Furthermore, the operator ∂φ(t, x), which is the fundamental solution ofδ x = J(φ(t, x))δx, is strongly positive for strongly monotone systems. Finally, we complete the proof by applying [1, Theorem 2.2] .
The assumption on the boundedness of O(A) is technical and is typically made to avoid pathological cases in monotone systems theory. Hence, the only assumption to check is strong monotonicity, which is valid if the system is monotone and the Jacobian is irreducible for all x ∈ D f . Proposition 8 offers a strong theoretical result, however, its practical implications is limited in comparison with Proposition 7. Even if we establish that the system is strongly monotone it does not offer any direct computational advantage in comparison with the monotonebut not strongly monotone-case.
C. Basins of Attraction of Bistable Systems
In this section, we first consider the class of nonmonotone systems with vector fields that are bounded from below and above by vector fields of monotone systems. We show that the basins of attraction of such systems can be bounded by basins of attraction of the bounding systems.
Theorem 1:
Assume also that the fixed points
Then, the following relations hold:
Moreover, the sets B(x * g ), B(x * h ) are order-convex. Proof: 1) First we note that the assumption (8) 
. By Proposition 1, we have that φ g (t, y) φ f (t, y). Furthermore, lim t→∞ φ f (t, y) = x * f and φ g (t, y) converges to x * g or x • g , which implies that lim t→∞ φ g (t, y) x * g . Hence, there exists a time T , such that
for all t > T and some positive ε. We can pick a small ε such that x * f + ε1 and x * g − ε1 lie in B(x * g ) [due to (8) ]. According to Proposition 6, the flow φ g (t, y) lies in B(x * g ) and hence y ∈ B(x * g ), which completes the proof. 3) Similarly to 2), we have that B(x * g ) ⊇ B(x * h ). (8) and (9) . Condition (8) ensures that all the fixed points lie in the intersection of the corresponding domains of attractions (in this case, it is B(x * h )). The fixed point x • f cannot lie in the dashed blue box due to condition (9).
4) Finally, we show that
for all t ≥ 0. Furthermore, due to 3), we have that y ∈ B(x * g ) and φ g (t, y) converges to x * g , and there exists a T , such that (8) and (9) are technical and generally easy to satisfy. An illustration of these conditions is provided in Fig. 1 . Checking the condition (9) is equivalent to computing the stable fixed points. Similarly, condition (8) holds if the trajectories of the systemsẋ = h(x) andẋ = g(x) initialized at x * f converge to x * g and x * h , respectively. This can be verified by numerical integration.
A key to using this result is the computation of bounding systems, which we discuss below. Systems with vector fields that can be bounded from above and below by vector fields of monotone systems are typically such that only a few interactions between the states are not consistent with monotonicity. These systems are called near-monotone and are often observed in biological applications (for a comprehensive discussion on near-monotonicity, see [38] ). Assume that there exists a single interaction which is not compatible with monotonicity. Namely, let the (i, 1)th entry in the Jacobian matrix J(x) be smaller than zero for some i = 1 and some x. A bounding monotone system can be obtained by replacing the variable x 1 with a constant in the function f i (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), which removes the interaction between the states x i and x 1 . Hence, we simply use g j (x) = f j (x) if i = j and g i (x) = f i (δ, x 2 , . . . , x n ) with δ small enough. Similarly, we set h j (x) = f j (x) if i = j and h i (x) = f i (η, x 2 , . . . , x n ) with η large enough. More details on this procedure can be found in [29] . However, when the bounding systems are found, we still need to check the other conditions in the premise of Theorem 1. It can happen that the bounding systems are not bistable, or not even stable (see, the toxin-antitoxin system in Section VI-C). Unfortunately, we are not aware of an algorithm, which can guarantee bistability and monotonicity in the bounding systems.
A corollary from Theorem 1 allows to estimate the basins of attraction of monotone systems under parametric uncertainty.
Corollary 1: Consider a family of systemsẋ = f (x, p) with a vector of parameters p taking values from a set P. Let the systemsẋ = f (x, p) satisfy Assumptions A1 and A2 and be monotone on D × P, where D = D f (·,q ) for all q ∈ P. Consider an interval [p min , p max ], such that x * (p min ) ∈ B(x * (p max )), x * (p max ) ∈ B(x * (p min )), (11)
Then, the following relation holds:
for all p in [p min , p max ]. Moreover, the sets B(x * (p)) are orderconvex for all p in [p min , p max ]. Proof: Let g(x) = f (x, p min ) and h(x) = f (x, p max ). According to the order in the parameter set, we have that
for all (x, p) ∈ D × [p min , p max ].
The interval [x * (p min ), x * (p max )] is a subset of B(x * (p max )) B(x * (p min )), since the endpoints of this interval belong to this intersection according to (11) . Therefore, for all p ∈ [p min , p max ], we have that x * (p) ∈ B(x * (p max )) B(x * (p min )) and (8) in the premise of Theorem 1 follows.
Due to monotonicity we have that x • (p min ) x • (p) for all p min p. Since x • (p min ) x * (p min ), the condition x • (p) ∈ [x * (p min ), x * (p max )] implies that x • (p min ) ∈ [x * (p min ), x * (p max )] and contradicts (12) . Hence, x • (p) ∈ [x * (p min ), x * (p max )] and (9) in the premise of Theorem 1 follows, application of which completes the proof.
Corollary 1 implies that we can predict a direction of change in the basins of attraction subject to parameter variations if we check a couple of simple conditions. This result may be valuable for design purposes in some applications. For instance, in the toxin-antitoxin example (see Section VI-C) it is desirable to make the basin of attraction of the fixed point corresponding to the high toxin concentration smaller. This would increase the likelihood of switching from this fixed point to another (which corresponds to low toxin concentrations) subject to intrinsic and/or exogenous noise. However, the considered toxinantitoxin model is not monotone and further investigation is required to extend Corollary 1 to a larger class of systems.
Another design problem is to determine the set of all parameters for which a monotone system is at least bistable. We offer the following development of this problem.
Proposition 9: Consider a family of systemsẋ = f (x, p) with a vector of parameters p taking values from an orderconvex set P. Let the system be strongly monotone on D × P, where D = D f (·,q ) for all q ∈ P, i.e., φ(t, x, p) φ(t, y, q) if x ≺ y or p ≺ q. Consider an interval [p min , p max ] such that the systemsẋ = f (x, p min ) andẋ = f (x, p max ) satisfy As-sumptions A1 and A2 and (11) and (12) hold. Then the intervals [x * (p min ), x * (p max )], [x • (p min ), x • (p max )] are compact attractors for the systemẋ = f (x, p) for all p ∈ [p min , p max ]. Furthermore, both intervals contain at least one fixed point such that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian at these fixed points have nonpositive real parts.
Proof: (t, x, p) with the initial condition x ∈ [x * (p min ) − ε1, x * (p max ) + ε1] for a small ε > 0 converges to [x * (p min ), x * (p max )]. The same result holds for the interval [x • (p min ), x • (p max )]. Since the intervals [x * (p min ), x * (p max )] and [x • (p min ), x • (p max )] do not intersect according to (12) , they are compact attractors for the systeṁ x = f (x, p) for every p. According to [39, Theorem 4.6] , both intervals contain a fixed point such that the Jacobian at this fixed point has eigenvalues with nonpositive real parts.
We note that these fixed points are not necessarily stable in the classical sense. However, using strong monotonicity and the convergence criterion [9] we can show that e = lim t→∞ φ(t, x * (p min ), p) is a fixed point for all p ∈ [p min , p max ]. Furthermore, all points in [x * (p min ), e] are converging to e due to strong monotonicity. Fixed points with this property are called stable from below [9] .
V. DISCUSSION ON COMPUTATION OF BASINS OF ATTRACTION AND ISOSTABLES
A. Lyapunov Methods
In control theory, a go-to approach for computing forwardinvariant sets (not only basins of attraction) of dynamical systems is SOS programming, see, e.g., [26] and [27] and the references within. This approach can be applied to systems with polynomial vector fields.
Another option is to compute the eigenfunction s 1 , which provides the isostables and the basin of attraction. In the case of a polynomial vector field, we can formulate the computation of s 1 as an infinite dimensional linear algebraic problem using (3). Hence, we can provide an approximation of s 1 using linear algebra by parameterizing s 1 with a finite number of basis functions [25] . On the other hand, we can estimate s 1 directly from data using dynamic mode decomposition methods [40] , [41] . These two options provide extremely cheap estimates of s 1 . In fact, the algebraic methods (as demonstrated in [25] ) also provide good estimates on basins of attraction. However, we cannot typically compute estimates with an excellent approximation quality, which comes as a tradeoff for fast computations. The eigenfunction s 1 can also be computed on a mesh grid by using Laplace averages (5) and by simulating a number of trajectories with initial points on this mesh grid. Interpolation or machine learning methods can then be applied to estimate the dominant eigenfunction.
In [27] , Valmorbida and Anderson combined the maximal Lyapunov function approach with SOS techniques, which resulted in an iterative semidefinite program. As we have discussed above, the function s 1 can be used to construct a maximal Lyapunov function. Hence, the main difference between using s 1 and [27] is algorithmic. In our point of view, using s 1 can be beneficial, since we compute s 1 directly (by linear algebra or Laplace averages), while in [27] it is required to optimize over the shape of the maximal Lyapunov function.
In [26] , the authors propose an approach that is conceptually similar to the computation of s 1 . They also lift the problem to an infinite dimensional space, but in the framework of the socalled Perron-Frobenius operator acting on measures, which is dual to the Koopman operator. The authors propose an infinitedimensional linear program to compute a specific occupation measure related to the basin of attraction. They then consider a series of relaxations using the moments of the measures to formulate their problem as an iterative finite-dimensional semidefinite program (as in the case of [27] ). In some sense, this is similar to the relaxation of the procedure to compute s 1 from an infinite-dimensional algebraic problem to a finite-dimensional one. We note that, in contrast to the computation of s 1 , the methods proposed in [26] do not rely on the spectral properties of the operator.
Even though recent advances in optimization allowed solving some semidefinite programs as iterative linear programs [42] , SOS approaches still lead to highly dimensional iterative optimization algorithms. Therefore, the applicability of SOSbased methods to high-dimensional systems is delicate due to memory and computational power requirements. In our opinion, there is a tradeoff between two options: computing rather cheaply s 1 (e.g., using Laplace averages) with weak guarantees or employing semidefinite programming with heavy computational requirements and strong guarantees. In this context, the estimation of s 1 is simply one possible option.
B. Data Sampling Algorithms
In the case of monotone systems, it follows from Proposition 7 that for all z 1 , z 2 ∈ B α with α > 0 and z 1 z 2 , the set [z 1 , z 2 ] is an inner approximation of B α (with a nonzero measure). With {z i } N i=1 ∈ B α , an inner approximation of B α is computed as i,j =1,...,N [z i , z j ]. It is also possible to build an outer approximation. Assume we want to compute an approximation of
Then, the outer approximation is computed as follows
. This implies that B α can be estimated by a data sampled approach in the case of monotone systems. The data sampling algorithms presented below have a few of advantages over Lyapunov methods.
1) The algorithms can be applied to nonpolynomial vector fields and have low memory requirements. 2) The algorithms can be parallelized by generating several samples z j at the same time. 3) Inner and outer approximations of B α are computed at the same time. 4) It is straightforward to compute estimates on twodimensional (2-D) and 3-D cross sections of B α . Remark 1: By k-D cross sections we mean the following. We fix n − k state components to be equal to a constant, that is, x j i = p i for i = 1, . . . n − k and j i ∈ I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, and define a cross section as follows:
where z is an asymptotically stable fixed point.
We discuss the approach in an abstract form using oracles. Let O(z) : B → {0, 1} be an increasing function, that is ,O(x) ≤ O(y) for all x y and let B = {z ∈ R n |b 0 z b 1 } be such that O(b 0 ) = 0 and O(b 1 ) = 1. Our goal is to compute the set {z ∈ B|O(z) = 0}. For the computation of B α we use the following oracle:
where the value of the eigenfunction s 1 (z) is computed using Laplace averages (5) , and T is large enough. In our examples, we chose the observable g(x) = w T 1 (x − x * ), where w 1 is the right dominant eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix J(x * ). We need the second condition φ(T, z) − x * < ε in (15) to make sure that the points also lie in B. Even though it is unlikely to have a point z with a finite s 1 (z) not lying in B, such situations can occur numerically. If we need to compute B, then we drop the condition |s 1 (z)| < α, since here α = ∞.
The main idea of the algorithm is based on the increasing property of O. If a sample z j is such that O(z j ) = 0, then for all w z j we have O(w) = 0. Similarly, if a sample z j is such that O(z j ) = 1, then for all w z j we have O(w) = 1. Therefore, we need to keep track of the largest (in the order) samples z j with O(z j ) = 0, the set of which we denote M min , and the smallest (in the order) samples If O(z) = 0, then add z to M min 7:
If O(z) = 1, then add z to M max 8:
Update A using M min and M max 9: end while and update M min and M max . The approach is summarized in Algorithm 1, the major parts of which are the stopping criterion and the generation of new samples.
In [23] , it was proposed to use an estimate on the volume of A to establish a stopping criterion. It was also proposed to generate part of the samples randomly using a distribution with the support onÃ = int(A), and to generate the rest greedily by finding the areas of A which contain largest intervals. While the volume of A is large, random sampling helps to learn the shape of the function O(z). As the algorithm progresses, the greedy sampling ensures faster convergence of inner and outer approximations. In this algorithm, it is required to keep the points in M min , M min unordered, i.e., x y for all x, y in M min and x ≺ y for all x, y ∈ M max . Therefore, after generation of new samples, we need to prune M min (respectively, M max ) by removing all x for which there exists y ∈ M min , such that x ≺ y (respectively, y ∈ M min such that x y). In [28] , it was proposed to usẽ
IfÃ ε is empty, then the learning rate is adjusted as follows: ε = αε for some α ∈ (0, 1). The existence of z inÃ ε can be established using the solver [43] , which also produces a solution point z, if it exists. The stopping criterion is a lower bound on ε.
The algorithm from [23] allows controlling where the new samples are generated and ensures that the samples always decrease the volume of A in a maximal way according to the proposed heuristic. In order to do so, we need to sweep through a large number of points in M min , M max , which can be computationally expensive for a large n (recall that z ∈ R n ). At the same time, the algorithm from [28] avoids computing an estimate of the volume of A by solving a feasibility problem using an efficient solver. Even though the algorithm [23] can potentially be implemented using efficient search methods over partially ordered sets, the algorithm [28] seems to be more appealing due to the off-the-shelf feasibility solver.
We finally note that in numerical experiments the algorithm from [23] exhibits exponential convergence in the estimation error versus the number of generated samples (at least in the cases n = 2, n = 3). In [28] it is argued that, in order to converge to an ε so thatÃ ε is empty, it is required to generate (
) n samples in the worst case. Hence, this approach requires a finite number of samples to converge and potentially has an exponential convergence.
VI. EXAMPLES
A. Two-State Toggle Switch
We illustrate our methods on a genetic toggle switch model (see e.g. [44] ). We choose this model since it is extensively studied in synthetic biology so that our results can be verified with other techniques. We consider the following model:
where all p ij ≥ 0. The states x i represent the concentration of proteins, whose mutual repression is modeled via a rational function. The parameters p 11 . Moreover, the model is monotone with respect to all parameters but p 13 , p 23 . In this setting the fixed point x * has the state x 2 "switched on" (x * 2 is much larger than x * 1 ), while x • has the state x 1 "switched on" (x • 1 is much larger than x • 2 ). First, we check Corollary 1 by considering p = q 1 q 2 4 1 q 3 q 4 3 2
with the set of admissible parameters Q = {q|q maxmin }, where q min = (1.8 950 1.2 1050), q max = (2.2 1100 0.7 900), and q is induced by diag(1 1 − 1 − 1)R 4 ≥0 . We compute the isostables ∂B α (x * (·)) with α = 0, 2 · 10 3 , ∞ (where ∂B ∞ (x * (·)) is the boundary of the basin of attraction) for systems with parameters q min , q max , and q int = (2 1000 1 1000).
The computational results depicted in Fig. 2 suggest that for all parameter values q ∈ Q the manifold ∂B ∞ (x * (q)) will lie between the manifolds ∂B ∞ (x * (q min )) and ∂B ∞ (x * (q max )). It appears that ∂B 0 (x * (q int )) also lies between the manifolds ∂B 0 (x * (q min )) and ∂B 0 (x * (q max )), however, in a different order. This change of order and continuity of s 1 implies that there exists an α such that at least two manifolds ∂B α (x * (q int )), ∂B α (x * (q max )), ∂B α (x * (q min )) intersect. This case is also depicted with α = 2 · 10 3 . This observation implies that s 1 (x, q) is not an increasing function in q. This is consistent with the linear case, where changes in the drift matrix A, will simply rotate the hyperplane w T 1 x, where w 1 is the left dominant eigenvector of A.
Another feature for a successful design of a genetic toggle switch is choosing the Hill coefficients. Computing the derivative of the repression term with respect to a Hill coefficient p i3 gives − p 12 ln(x)x p i 3 (1 + x p i 3 ) 2 . Therefore, for positive x, the derivative changes sign at x = 1, and the partial order with respect to p i3 cannot be defined on the whole state-space R 2 > 0 and parameter space R 2 > 0 . Nevertheless, we can study how basins of attraction change subject to changes in Hill coefficients. Consider the following parameter values: p = 1 1000 q 1 1
The computation results are depicted in Fig. 3 . We observe that the variations in basins of attraction are consistent with Fig. 3 . Effect of Hill coefficients (here denoted as q 1 and q 2 ) on the domain of attractions of the toggle switch system (16) . The remaining parameters are fixed and described in (17) . Fig. 4 . Approximation of the multistability region in the toggle switch system (16) subject to variations in degradation rates d 1 , d 2 , and parameter values (18) . The region of monostability is white, while the region of multistability is light green.
the result of Corollary 1, and the changes in Hill coefficients with respect to the order diag(1, −1)R 2 . It remains to verify if this result is an evidence of a partial order in Hill coefficients or simply a coincidence. However, in any case, this result holds when we vary other parameters and hence can serve as a rule of thumb in designing toggle switches. We finally note that the curve ∂B with q 1 = 5, q 2 = 2 is not convex or concave, which in other examples seems to be the case. We verified this observation by computing the curves with higher accuracy and smaller resolutions. The curve ∂B with q 1 = 5, q 2 = 2 still separates R 2 into two order-convex regions. Finally, we illustrate the result of Proposition 9 by considering another important problem for a successful design of a toggle switch: Estimating the set of parameters for which the system is bistable. Consider the following parameter values: p = 2 700 2 d 1 1 1000 2 d 2 .
The partial order in the parameter space is induced by the orthant diag(1, −1)R 2 . We have computed the multistability region on a mesh grid in [0, 4] 2 , while computing the number of fixed points for given parameter values, and plot the estimation results in Fig. 4 . This picture confirms some of the previous findings (including the ones in [44] ). We note that most of the properties described above are known. We show, however, that these properties stem from monotone systems theory and are not limited to a particular model. Hence, they can be extended to other models as long as they satisfy the premise of our theoretical results.
B. Basin of Attraction of a Nonmonotone System
We consider the following three-state systeṁ
which is not monotone with respect to any order for all positive parameter values p 1 and p 2 . This model does not have any biological interpretation and was designed in order to illustrate Theorem 1 on a simple example. We consider the nominal system F (with p 1 = 0.1, p 2 = 1) and two bounding systems G 1 (with p 1 = 0.1, p 2 = 0) and G 2 (p 1 = 1.1, p 2 = 0). It can be verified that G 1 and G 2 are indeed monotone, bistable, and bound F, since 0 ≤ x 1 x 1 +1 ≤ 1. In this example, we illustrate the application of Theorem 1, according to which we can bound the basin of attraction of the nonmonotone system F by the basin of attraction of the monotone systems G 1 , G 2 . We also illustrate the effectiveness of our computational algorithm. We intentionally do not let the algorithm converge to an accurate solution. We generate only 1000 samples in order to compute every surface. In this case, 550-650 samples (depending on an example) are used to compute upper and lower bounds on each surface (we depict only upper bounding surfaces, which are built using 250-350 samples). We see in Fig. 5 that the green surface related to B G 2 does not bound the blue surface related to B F for all points in the state space, which happens since our algorithm did not have enough samples to converge. However, the algorithm is already capable of producing surfaces that depict the overall shape of boundaries of domains of attraction. With more samples, we obtain a more accurate picture, which validates our theoretical results. The computational time for this example is between 10 and 20 s depending on the computational tolerance of the differential equation solver. 
C. Toxin-Antitoxin System
Consider the toxin-antitoxin system studied in [45] :
where A and T is the total number of toxin and antitoxin proteins, respectively, while [A f ], [T f ] is the number of free toxin and antitoxin proteins. In [45] , the model was considered with = 0. Here, we set = 10 −9 in order to show that, in the case of systems admitting a time-scale separation, we can estimate the basins of attraction of the reduced model without performing model reduction. For the parameters σ T = 166.28, K 0 = 1, β M = β c = 0.16, σ A = 10 2 , Γ A = 0.2, K T = K T T = 0.3, the system has two stable hyperbolic fixed points: Although the full and reduced systems are not monotone with respect to any orthant, numerical results in [37] indicate that the basins of attraction of a reduced order system are still orderconvex with respect to diag{[1, −1]}R 2 ≥0 . In this example, we compute 2-D cross sections B(x * , I, p i ) of a basin of attraction of the full-order model with I = {3, 4} and p 1 = [58.4429, 0.0877], p 2 = [25, 50] , p 3 = [0.0002, 110.4375]. All cross sections gave results indistinguishable by the naked eye, which validates our approach for computing basins of attraction of slow dynamics only. In Fig. 6 , we present our numerical results for the computation of cross sections B(x * , I, p 1 ), B(x • , I, p 1 ). We plot all the points generated by our algorithm, including the ones that were pruned out during the algorithm. The total number of generated points was 1000. The red circles belong to B(x • , I, p 1 ), while the blue crosses belong to B(x * , I, p 1 ). Note that the vast majority of samples is generated near the separatrix between the basins of attraction. We also observe that the red circles and the blue crosses do not violate our assumption on order-convexity of B(x * ) and B(x • ).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study geometric properties of monotone systems. In particular, we investigate the properties of basins of attraction and relate them to the properties of isostables defined in the framework of the Koopman operator. We discuss in detail the relation between these concepts and their properties under some general assumptions and then focus on properties of basins of attraction of bistable systems. First, we show that we can estimate basins of attraction of bistable nonmonotone systems, whose vector fields can be bounded from below and above by bistable monotone systems. This result uses standard tools in monotone systems theory and leads to estimation of basins of attraction of bistable monotone systems under parametric uncertainty. We also discuss a complementary problem: Finding the set of parameter values for which a monotone system is (at least) bistable.
We discuss a numerical method for computing inner and outer approximations of basins of attraction of monotone systems. This method exploits the geometric properties of monotone systems and uses the trajectories of the system for computation. The method is potentially well-suited to high-dimensional spaces since it can be easily parallelized and has lower memory requirements than optimization-based methods. We also show how our theoretical results can be used to design a bistable toggle switch with two states. We discuss the effect of different parameters on the shape of the basin of attraction and provide some simple strategies to predict the possible shape of a basin without explicitly computing the basin itself.
